
Master SIF/INSA

Exercise 1 (?) Consider the following inference system :
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Let T = {senc(s, 〈k1, k2〉), senc(k1, k3), k3, k2}.
1. Enumerate all the subterms of T .
2. The term s is deducible from T . Give a derivation witnessing this fact.
3. Among the subterms of T , give those that are deducible.
4. Give a term u that is not a subterm of T and such that T ` u.

Exercise 2 (??) Consider the following inference system :
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In order to decide whether a term s is deducible from a set of terms T in the inference system
described above, we propose the following algorithm :
Algorithm :

1. Apply as much as possible the decryption and the projection rules. This leads to a set of terms
called analz(T ).

2. Check whether s can be obtained by applying the encryption and the pairing rules. The (infi-
nite) set of terms obtained by applying the composition rules is denoted synth(analz(T )).

If s ∈ synth(analz(T )) then the algorithm return yes. Otherwise, it returns no.
1. The algorithm is not complete, i.e. there exist T and s such that T ` s, and for which the

algorithm returns no. Find an example illustrating this fact.
2. Give an hypothesis on T that allows one to restore completeness.

Exercise 3 (??) Consider the following inference system allowing us to model digital signature.
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1. This inference system is not local. Give an example witnessing this fact.
2. Show that the intruder deduction problem is decidable.

Hint : You can extend the notion of subterm to restore the locality property.

Exercise 4 (? ? ?) We have shown that the secrecy preservation problem is undecidable in general by
encoding the PCP problem. The encoding we seen during the lecture shows that this undecidability
result holds even for protocols without nonces. However, messages that are exchanged during the
protocol execution may have an arbitrary length.
Propose another encoding of the PCP problem showing that the secrecy preservation problem is
undecidable for protocols with nonces but where messages that are exchanged have a fixed length.
Hint : Messages that are exchanged will be of the form {nonce, letter, nonce}key, or {nonce, nonce}key,
and nonces will be used to built a linked list.


